1. Introduction. This note gives a proof of the following result: Let M be either a smooth noncompact manifold with a countable base or a compact manifold with nonempty boundary.
Let / be a nondegenerate function on J17 with a finite number of critical points pi, ■ ■ ■ , pT with indices Xi, • • • , Xr resp., where in the noncompact case/(g,-)->«> for each sequence qtEM without limit point or in the compact case f(p) =aon the boundary points p for some fixed aERIf E{ is the open descending X.-dimensional bowl, determined by pi, [4] , and K = U¿=i,2,. ■ ■ F», then Tí is a deformation retract of M.
Functions with an infinite number of critical points on M do not have this property in general: there exists a simple example of a twodimensional manifold M and a nondegenerate function / on M with an infinite number of critical points of index 1, a single critical point of index 0 and no critical point of index 2, such that K is not a deformation retract of M.
But the theorem above holds in such a case in the form that K is a "weak deformation retract," (see §4), of M.
2. Notation and preliminary notes. The notation defined in this paragraph will be used throughout this note.
M=Mn is a smooth, noncompact manifold of dimension w with a countable base.
/ is a nondegenerate function on M, \i is the index of / at pi. Proof. Let g,-be a sequence of points in Et which has as limit point p some point of M not in Et, then it may happen that p = pk, is a critical point; in which case pEK. If not, then only a finite number of points g< can be contained in a maximal orthogonal trajectory of /, that means that there exists an infinite subsequence q{, q2 , ■ • ■ of q¡ with <t>(qm )C\<p(qt ) = 0 if w^e. These orthogonal trajectories converge in a neighborhood of p to the orthogonal trajectory d>(p) and in Ui (a neighborhood of pt) to an orthogonal trajectory gEEi, [2] . It follows that</>(£)r"\g = </> since £££,-, so <£(p) has a critical point pk as a boundary point in M-MHp), so pE<p(p)EEkEK. Proof.
and Ahik_x(f{p))^Q. This is the case if a', ft" are taken as in Proposition 1 if Ki_l(p)>0 and f(p)>a'
i.e., if pEUik_x -£.,_, with f(p)>a' and (l-gi(i>))^0. Therefore X¿_,(p)^0 in Vi_i-B*-\ Take g'^) = l-g0,^,»ii_1(p) with 0<d<<., and X*_i(p)=g'(p)Xi_1(p). Then X*_i is a smooth vector field on V't_, n¿/í_i since ¿ ■ g¿ £Dví_,. The vector field X4_i has the desired properties. trajectory %(p) °f Xi through p and xOy) has exactly one limit point p'EKc. Let dp be the length of the segment of x(P) between p and p'. If pEKc we define dp = 0 and x(p)= {p}. Then a*p is continuous. The deformation retract of Mc on Xe is given in the following way : let dp be the length of the segment of the maximal trajectory ¡p(p) of A'* between p and Kc if pEMc-Kc and let 0^ = 0 and \p(p) ={p} if pEKc. Then the correspondence p-^qE^(p) with á\, = (l-t)dp and 0 ;£ ¿ = 1 gives the desired deformation retract.
Corollary.
If f has only a finite number of critical points on M, then K is a deformation retract of M. This is also true if M is a manifold with boundary.
The only remark to make is that if we take a noncritical value cER such that Af(p)^0 for all pEM-M' then X*=A/ in a neighborhood of dM" in Me, so with the additional definition X*(p) =Af(p)
